
WARNING ENGINE SLING 
Any piece of equipment can be dangerous if not operated properly.  YOU are responsible for 

the safe operation of this equipment.  The operator must carefully read and follow any 

warnings, safety signs and instructions provided with or located on the equipment.  Do not 

remove, defeat, deface or render inoperable any of the safety devices or warnings on this 

equipment.  If any safety devices or warnings have been removed, defeated, defaced, or 

rendered inoperable, DO NOT USE THIS EQUIPMENT!!! 

 

 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including naphthalene and 

chromium from petroleum products which are known to the State of California to cause cancer 

and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go 

to www.P65warnings.ca.gov   

 

 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including Chromium from steel 

products, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other 

reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65warnings.ca.gov 

 

DANGER: This equipment has and creates multiple pinch points that can cause 

dismemberment or death. Keep hands, feet and all other body parts clear at all times. 

 

Warning metal conducts electricity. Do Not use this engine sling where it may come into 

contact with power lines or other electric circuits. Failure to comply to this warning will result 

in serious personal injury or death. Keep appropriate distances from High Voltage lines. Never 

use the engine sling as a ground for welding. 

 

The ideal way to lift and/or maneuver your engine project is with this heavy-duty lifting chain 

commonly referred to as an “Engine Sling”. Lift a bare engine block or partially assembled 

engine with ease when combining an engine hoist with this engine sling. This heat-treated chain 

has convenient bolt mounting tabs and a slip free link locking lift bracket that can be adjusted to 

balance or to offset the load.  

 

Always make sure your load is properly secured, and balanced before lifting, lowering, or 

moving. 

 

If the person receiving this handout will not be the user of the equipment, forward these 

instructions to the operator. If there is any doubt as to the operation or safety of the equipment, 

DO NOT USE!!! CALL A TOOL SHED IMMEDIATELY!!! FAILURE TO FOLLOW 

THESE INSTRUCTIONS COULD RESULT IN INJURY OR DEATH 

http://www.p65warnings.ca.gov/
http://www.p65warnings.ca.gov/

